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Abstract
We present an example of a C1-robustly transitive skew-product with non-trivial,
non-hyperbolic action on homology. The example is conservative, ergodic, non-uniformly
hyperbolic and its fiber directions cannot be decomposed into two dominated ex-
panded/contracted bundles.
1 Introduction and Main Theorem
Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold and denote by diff (M) the space of C1 diffeomor-
phisms in M , equipped with the C1 topology. In trying to understand diff (M), properties
that are stable under perturbations play a central role in the study. This is true not only
from a theoretical point of view (i.e. understanding open sets in diff (M)), but also from an
applied one, as it is desirable to maintain the same qualitative conclusions even in presence
of small errors. Following common use, we will say that f ∈ diff (M) has the property P
robustly if P is also valid in an open set Uf ⊂ diff (M) containing f .
Among the robust properties that have been studied, transitivity has been one of the
most extensively researched. Recall that a diffeomorphism f is transitive if for any two
non-empty open sets U and V , there is an integer n ∈ N such that fn(U) ∩ V 6= ∅. The
first known examples of robustly transitive diffeomorphisms are given by Anosov maps
[13]: if f ∈ diff (M) is transitive and uniformly hyperbolic, then it is robustly transi-
tive. It turns out that certain degree of hyperbolicity is required in order to have robust
transitivity. Indeed, if f ∈ diff (M) is robustly transitive and dimM ≤ 3 then f is hyper-
bolic/partially hyperbolic [8, 6]; in general, f admits Df -invariant bundles E,F such that
det(Df−n0 |E), det(Dfn0 |D) ≤ 1/2 for some uniform n0 ≥ 1 [3]. It is worth to point out
that the bundles E,F above are not necessarily uniformly expanding [4].
As for non-hyperbolic examples, there are several known. The list below gives a rough
(and necessarily, incomplete) picture of the arguments used to establish robust transitivity
for non hyperbolic systems.
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- Deformations from Anosov systems. The first concrete example of non-uniformly
hyperbolic robustly transitive map was given by M. Shub in [12]; later in [8] R.
Man˜e gave a similar type of construction on T3. They are both partially hyperbolic
(see next section) and homotopic to an Anosov system, in particular with hyperbolic
action on homology. The example given in [4] is also a deformation of an Anosov
diffeomorphism, and although it is not partially hyperbolic, it does admit a domi-
nated splitting1 coherent with its Anosov part (as the previous two examples). More
recently, R. Potrie ([10] page 152) gave an example of this type, but with the differ-
ence that it admits a dominated splitting which is not coherent with its hyperbolic
part. In these cases, the proof of robust transitivity is founded in that they have
hyperbolic-type behavior in a large part of the space.
- Blenders. This powerful mechanism was introduced in [2] by C. Bonatti and L. Dı´az.
With it the authors were able to prove that some perturbations of time-t maps of
mixing hyperbolic flows, and of the product of an Anosov map times the identity
(say, on T3), are robustly transitive. Note that in the first case the examples are
homotopic to the identity, while in the second the action on homology on the fiber
direction is trivial. The same tool was used by C. Cheng, S. Gan and Y. Shi in [5] to
present a robustly transitive skew-product, but where the fiber action in homology
is given by minus the identity. We also point out that the example in [5] has some
interesting ergodic properties.
- Minimality of the stable/unstable foliation. It is easy to see that if f ∈ diff (M)
admits an invariant expanding minimal foliation, then f is transitive. Conditions
that guarantee the persistence of these types of foliations are thus relevant for robust
transitivity. Among this, the property SH introduced by E. Pujals and M. Sambarino
[11] is particularly simple to check, and can be applied to establish robust transitivity
of transitive partially hyperbolic systems where one has some control on the behavior
of the stable/unstable foliations. Shub and Man˜e’s examples cited before fall into this
category.
- Non-uniform expansion along the center. In a recent work [14], J. Yang considers par-
tially hyperbolic systems with non-uniformly expanding center behavior, and shows
that any conservative ergodic of such systems with one-dimensional center is robustly
transitive. The author uses the non-uniform expanding character of the center as a
replacement for hyperbolicity, employing methods of smooth ergodic theory. These
techniques however seem to be applicable only for systems with one-dimensional cen-
ter.
In this note we add a different type of example to the previous list. We present a diffeo-
1An f invariant closed set Λ admits an dominated splitting if TΛM = E ⊕ F is an Df -invariant decom-
position satisfying ‖Dfn0(m)|E(m)‖ · ‖Df−n0 |F (fn0m)‖ ≤ 1
2
for some uniform n0 ≥ 1.
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morphism that is again a partially hyperbolic skew-product on T4, but with non-hyperbolic
action on homology. More importantly, the tangent bundle of the fiber does not admit any
one-dimensional invariant direction, nor does it have a non-uniform expanding/contracting
behavior.
Let T2 = R2/2piZ2 and for each N > 0 we consider the standard map given by
sN (x, y) = (2N sinx+2x−y, x). Fix A ∈ SL(2,Z) a hyperbolic matrix. On T4 we use coor-
dinates (x, y, z, w), and for each N we consider the skew product fN : T2×T2 −→ T2×T2
given by2
fN (x, y, z, w) = (sN (x, y) + Px ◦A[N ](z, w), A[2N ](z, w)), where Px(x, y) = (x, 0).
This diffeomorphism was introduced in [1] where it is proven that for large N it is non-
uniformly hyperbolic (i.e. all its Lyapunov exponents are Lebesgue almost everywhere
different from zero), and remains so by C2 conservative perturbations: these maps are
in fact ergodic with respect to the Lebesgue measure [9]. It is direct to verify that the
action on homology of fN is not hyperbolic, and that its fiber direction does not admit a
dominated splitting (since DfN |R2 × {0} = DsN ). Finally, the example does not satisfy
the SH property, and the question whether its stable/unstable foliations are (robustly)
minimal seems to be outside the reach of current technology.
Here we establish the following.
Main Theorem. There exists N0 ∈ N such that for any N ≥ N0 the diffeomorphism fN is
robustly transitive (in fact, robustly topologically mixing).
Remark 1.1. Topologically mixing is a stronger property than transitivity: f is topologically
mixing if for any two open sets U and V , there exists n0 ∈ N such that for any n ≥ n0 we
have fn(U) ∩ V 6= ∅.
The proofs of robust transitivity for the diffeomorphisms which are deformations of
Anosov systems, mentioned above, use information about some type of minimality (or
ε-minimality) of stable/unstable manifolds. Observe that, our example has a hyperbolic-
type behavior in a large part of the manifold, as in the examples which are deformations
of Anosov systems. However, an important difference in our proof is that we do not use
any information on the minimality (or ε-minimality) of stable/unstable foliations.
Acknowledgements
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2 Preliminaries
In this section we present the tools we will use. We first state some general facts about par-
tially hyperbolic diffeormorphisms and then some facts about the example we are studying.
2Here [N ] denotes the integer part of N .
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2.1 Partial hyperbolicity and foliations
A diffeomorphism f ∈ diff (M) is partially hyperbolic if there exist a Df -invariant de-
composition TM = Essf ⊕ Ecf ⊕ Euuf and a Riemannian metric on M such that for any
m ∈M
‖Df(m)|Essf (m)‖ < 1 < ‖(Df(m)|Euuf (m))
−1‖−1
‖Df(m)|Essf (m)‖ <‖(Df(m)|Ecf (m))
−1‖−1 ≤ ‖Df(m)|Ecf (m)‖ < ‖(Df(m)|Euuf (m))
−1‖−1.
The set PH (M) of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms is an open subset of diff (M). It
is well known that the distributions Essf and E
uu
f are uniquely integrable [7], that is, there
are two unique foliations Fssf and Fuuf , with C1-leaves, that are tangent to Essf and Euuf
respectively. For a point m ∈M we will denote by W ssf (m) a leaf of the foliation Fss, we
will call such leaf the strong stable manifold of m. Similarly, we define the strong unstable
manifold of m and denote it by W uuf (m). We denote E
cs
f = E
s
f ⊕ Ecf and Ecuf = Ecf ⊕ Euf .
Definition 2.1. A partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f is dynamically coherent if there are
two invariant foliations Fcsf and Fcuf , with C1-leaves, tangent to Ecsf and Ecuf respectively.
From those two foliations one obtains another invariant foliation Fcf = Fcsf ∩ Fcuf with C1
leaves that is tangent to Ecf . We call these foliations the center-stable, center-unstable and
center foliation.
For R > 0 we denote by W ∗f (m;R) the disc of size R centered on m, measured by the
intrinsic metric in W ∗f (m), for ∗ = ss, c, uu.
Definition 2.2. Let f, g ∈ PH (M) dynamically coherent. We say that f and g are leaf
conjugated if there is a homeomorphism (called a leaf conjugacy) h : M → M that sends
leaves of Fcf to leaves of Fcg and such that for any L ∈ Fcf it is verified
h(f(L)) = g(h(L)).
One may study the stability of partially hyperbolic systems up to leaf conjugacies. The
next theorem is a good representative of this situation.
Theorem 2.3 ([7], Theorem 7.4). Consider f ∈ PH (M) having a differentiable3 center
foliation. Then there exists an open neighborhood Uf ⊂ diff (M) of f such that any g ∈ Uf
is partially hyperbolic, dynamically coherent, and leaf conjugate to f . The corresponding
leaf conjugacy between g and f depends continuously on g.
Let V and N be compact manifolds. We define a partially hyperbolic skew-product as
a diffeomorphism f ∈ PH(V ×N) of the form
f(p, q) = (Fq(p), A(q)) (p, q) ∈ V ×N,
3More generally, the differentiability condition can be replaced by plaque expansivity. See Chapter 7 of
[7]
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where A : N → N is a hyperbolic diffeomorphism, for each q ∈ N , the map Fq : V → V is
a C1-diffeomorphism and depends continuously with the choice of the point q, and
‖A|Ess(q)‖ < ‖(DFq(p))−1‖−1 ≤ ‖DFq(p)‖ < ‖(A|Euu(q))−1‖−1,∀(p, q) ∈ V ×N.
In this case f is dynamically coherent with center foliation Fc = {V × {z} : z ∈ N}. The
example fN that we are considering is of this type.
Remark 2.4. Using theorem 2.3 one checks that if f is a partially hyperbolic skew-product,
then any diffeomorphism g sufficiently close to f is also partially hyperbolic, and has a
center foliation Fcg given by a trivial fibration with leaves diffeomorphic to V . These leaves
approach (in the Hausdorff metric) the horizontal foliation {V × {z} : z ∈ N} as g −→ f .
2.2 Some estimates for the example
Recall that for each N ≥ 0 and m = (x, y, z, w) ∈ T4 we defined the diffeomorphism
fN (x, y, z, w) = (sN (x, y) + Px ◦A[N ](z, w), A[2N ](z, w)), where Px(x, y) = (x, 0).
Its derivative can be computed in block form
DfN (m) =
(
DsN (x, y) Px ◦A[N ]
0 A[2N ]
)
, (1)
where
DsN (x, y) =
(
N cosx+ 2 −1
1 0
)
. (2)
For a point m = (x, y, z, w) ∈ T4 we will write DsN (m) = DsN (x, y). Observe that
1
2N
≤ ‖DsN‖ ≤ 2N and ‖D2sN‖ ≤ N.
Denote by 0 < λ < 1 < µ = λ−1 the eigenvalues of A, and let es, eu be unit eigen-
vectors of for λ and µ, respectively. Consider the involution I(x, y, z, w) = (y, x, z, w) for
(x, y, z, w) ∈ T2. An important feature of the map fN is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5 ([1], Lemma 1). The map f−1N is conjugated to the map
(x, y, z, w) 7→ (sN (x, y) + Px ◦A−[N ](z, w), A−[2N ](z, w)),
by the involution I.
This lemma allows us to prove certain properties for fN and f
−1
N only by considering
the map fN , since the involution tell us that fN and f
−1
N behave in the same way up to
exchanging the x and y coordinates.
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Lemma 2.6 ([1], Corollary 5). For N sufficiently large, there exists a C1-neighborhood
UN of fN such that for any g ∈ UN , for any point m ∈ T4 and for any unit vector
v = (vx, vy, vz, vw) in E
uu
g (m), we have
λN
(‖Px(eu)‖ − 3λN) ≤ |vx| ≤ λN (‖Px(eu)‖+ 3λN) .
By lemma 2.5, similar statement holds for the strong stable direction, but projecting
on the y direction.
For m ∈ T4, we identify TmT4 = R4; since the center bundle Ec of fN is tangent to
the horizontal fibers, by an abuse of notation we write Ec = R2 × {0} = R2 (the first two
coordinates). We define pih : T2 × T2 −→ T2, projh : R4 −→ Ec to be the corresponding
projections. Similarly, since the hyperbolic directions EsA and E
u
A of A on T2 are constant,
by the same abuse of notation we will write E∗A ⊂ R4, ∗ = s, u for the directions that
determine on R4. If v ∈ R4 we write v = (vc, vs, vu) using the decomposition
R4 = Ec ⊕ EsA ⊕ EuA (3)
For α > 0 we define the stable cone of size α over m by
Csα(m) = {v ∈ TmT4 : v = (vc, vs, vu) : ‖vc + vu‖ < α‖vs‖}.
Note that Csα = {Csα(m)}m∈T4 is a continuous cone field over M . Analogously, we define
the unstable cone field Cuα of size α.
Lemma 2.7. Fix α > 0. If N is sufficiently large there exists an open neighborhood UN of
fN in diff (M) such that for every g ∈ UN , the strong stable direction Essg of g is contained
in Csα. Similarly, the strong unstable direction Euug of g is contained in Cuα.
Proof. By (1) we deduce
1
2N
≤ m(DsN ) ≤ ‖DsN‖ ≤ 2N
λN ≤ m(Px ◦AN ) ≤ ‖Px ◦AN‖ ≤ λ−N .
On the other hand, the strength of the expansion (or contraction) of A2N is λ−2N (respec-
tively λ2N ), which is exponentially bigger than the estimates above. Therefore, a simple
calculation for N sufficiently large concludes the proof of the lemma for the case g = fN .
Noting that all bounds are stable by C1 perturbations we finish the proof.
Lemma 2.7 states that for N large enough, the strong stable direction is close to the
stable direction of the linear Anosov A. Similarly, the strong unstable direction is close to
the unstable direction of the linear Anosov A.
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Define I = I(N) = (−2N− 310 , 2N− 310 ) and write C = {pi2 + I} ∪ {3pi2 + I}. Consider the
regions
Critu = C × S1 × T2 (4)
Crits = S1 × C × T2. (5)
We define the good regions as the sets G∗ = (Crit∗)c, for ∗ = s, u. For each θ > 0, we
define the horizontal cone of size θ along the center, as
C horθ := {v = (vx, vy) ∈ Ec : ‖vy‖ < θ‖vx‖}.
We define similarly the vertical cone, but exchanging the roles of vx and vy in the definition.
Fix θ = N−
3
5 .
Lemma 2.8. For every N sufficiently large there exists an open neighborhood UN of fN with
the following property: if g ∈ UN ,m ∈ Gu then
v ∈ C horθ ⇒ projh(Dg(m)v) ⊂ C horθ and ‖Dg(m)v‖ > N
1
2 ‖V ‖.
Furthermore, if γ is a C1-curve contained in a center leaf satisfying
• projh
(
dγ
dt (t)
)
∈ C horθ ∀t, and
• it has length greater than N− 310 ,
then the curve g ◦ γ has length greater than 4pi and its horizontal projection is tangent to
C horθ .
Proof. The proof follows from the proof of lemma 3.9 and 5.5 in [9]
As an easy consequence of Remark 2.4, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.9. Fix ε > 0 small, for N large enough there is a C1-neighborhood UN of fN ,
such that if g ∈ UN then g is dynamically coherent, its center leaves are C1-submanifolds, g
is leaf conjugated to fN and for every m ∈ T4 the C1-distance between W cg (m) and W cf (m)
is smaller than ε.
3 Topologically mixing: proof of the Main Theorem
Lemma 3.1. For every N large enough, there exists a C1-neighborhood UN of fN such that
any g ∈ UN verifies the following properties:
1. If γu ⊂ Fuug is non trivial curve then there exists a point m ∈ γu and a number
nu ≥ 0 such that gn(m) ∈ Gu for every n ≥ nu.
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2. If γs ⊂ Fssg is non trivial curve then there exists a point m ∈ γs and a number ns ≥ 0
such that g−n(m) ∈ Gs for every n ≥ ns.
Proof. Suppose that N is large enough and UN is the C1-open set given by lemma 2.6.
Let g ∈ UN and γu be a non trivial curve contained in a strong unstable manifold of g.
Take nu ≥ 0 to be the smallest integer such that γunu := gnu(γu) has length greater than
λ−N
(‖Px(eu)‖+ 3λN)−1.
By lemma 2.6, we have that
l(γunu∩Gu)
l(γunu )
> 1 − 10N− 310 . This implies that we may take
γunu+1 ⊂ γunu a compact connected curve contained in Gu with length greater than 12 .
It is easy to see that for N large enough, for any curve γ contained in a strong unstable
manifold with length greater than 12 , then g(γ) has length greater than λ
−N (‖Px(eu)‖+ 3λN)−1.
Therefore, the length of g(γunu+1) is greater than λ
−N (‖Px(eu)‖+ 3λN)−1.
Repeating this argument, we find a decreasing sequence of compact sets
γunu+1 ⊃ γunu+2 ⊃ · · · ,
with the property that gj(γunu+n) ⊂ Gu, for j = 0, · · · , n− 1. Take
mu ∈
⋂
n∈N
γunu+n.
By construction, the point m = g−nu(mu) verifies the conclusion of our lemma. The
argument for the stable curves is the same, working with backward iterates.
Using the skew product structure of fN , we can prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. There exists a constant R > 0 with the following property: for N sufficiently
large, there exists a C1-neighborhood U of fN such that for any g ∈ UN and any two
points p, q ∈ T4 we have that for any mp ∈ W cg (p) there exists mq ∈ W cg (q) such that
W uug (mp;R) ∩W ssg (mq;R) 6= ∅.
Proof. First let us prove that if N is sufficiently large, we have the conclusion of the lemma
for fN . The robustness of this property will then follow by a transversality argument.
We consider piv : T4 → T2 the projection on the last two coordinates, and start by
noticing that (due to minimality of the foliations FssA ,FuuA in T2) there is a number R1 >
0 with the property that for any p, q ∈ T2 the disc W sA(p; , R1) intersects transversely
W uA(q;R1). By lemma 2.7, there exists a constant R2 > R1 such that for any point m ∈ T4
we have piv(W
ss
fN
(m;R2)) ⊃W sA(piv(m);R1).
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For any m ∈ T4 we consider the C1-submanifolds
W csfN (m;R2) =
⋃
p∈W cfN (m)
W ssfN (p; , R2)
W cufN (m;R2) =
⋃
p∈W cfN (m)
W uufN (p; , R2)
By our choice of R2, R1, for anym1,m2 ∈ T4 the setsW csfN ,R2(m1) andW cufN ,R2(m2) intersect
transversely; indeed their intersection is a center leaf, which shows that the conclusion of
the lemma holds for fN . Since the manifolds W
cs
g (·;R2),W cug (·;R2) depend continuously
on g ([7] chapter 5), the lemma folows.
We fix R as in lemma above and recall that θ = N−
3
5 .
Proposition 3.3. If N is sufficiently large there exists UN ⊂ diff (M) neighborhood of fN
such that for any g ∈ UN and any open set U ⊂ T4, there exists a number n′u ≥ 0 with the
following property: for every n ≥ n′u there exists a C1 curve γ+n ⊂ gn(U) satisfying:
• γ+n is contained in a center leaf.
• pih(γ+n ) is tangent to C horθ .
• γ+n has length greater than 4pi.
•
⋃
q∈γ+n
W uug (q;R) ⊂ gn(U).
Similarly, there exists n′s ≥ 0 such that for any n ≥ n′s, there exists a C1 curve γ−n ⊂ g−n(U)
satisfying
• γ−n is contained in a center leaf.
• pih(γ−n ) is tangent to C verθ .
• γ−n has length greater than 4pi
•
⋃
q∈γ−n
W ssg (q;R) ⊂ g−n(U).
Proof. Choose NandUN so that the conclusions of lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 hold. Fix g ∈ UN
and also fix two open sets U, V ⊂ T4. Take a small unstable curve γu ⊂ U and consider
nu ≥ 0,mu ∈ γu given in lemma 3.1 (i.e. gn(mu) ∈ Gu ∀n ≥ nu). Set m+ := gnu(mu).
Since m+ ∈ gnu(U) and the set gnu(U) is open, we may take a curve
γ+ ⊂ (W c(m+) ∩ gnu(U) ∩Gu)
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centered in m+, such that pih(γ
+) is a horizontal segment on the torus T2. By lemma
2.8, the image g(γ+) projects to a curve tangent to C horθ and verifies length(g(γ
+)) >
N
1
2 length(γ+). The same argument as in the proof of lemmas 4.3 and 5.7 in [9] implies
that there exists n1 ∈ N such that for any n ≥ n1, there is a C1 curve γ+n ⊂ gn(γ+) with
length greater than 4pi and pih(γ
+
n ) is tangent to C
hor
θ .
Take r > 0 so that ⋃
q∈γ+
W uug (q; r) ⊂ gnu(U).
Fix n2 ∈ N such that for any q ∈ γ+ and n ≥ n2, we have that gn(W uug (q; r)) ⊃
W uug (g
n(q;R)). Finally, take n′u = max{n1, n2}. It follows directly that for any n ≥ n′u we
have ⋃
q∈γ+n
W uug (q;R) ⊂ gn(U),
which finishes the proof of the first part. A similar argument for g−1 completes the proof
of the proposition.
Consider the vertical foliation Fver = {{z} × T2 : z ∈ T2}. Observe that if N is
sufficiently large and g sufficiently C1-close to fN , we have that W
c
g (m) intersects each
vertical torus {z} × T2 in exactly one point, for any m ∈ T4. Hence, for any two points
m1,m2 ∈ T4, the map from W cg (m1) to W cg (m2) defined by hgm1,m2(p) = W cg (m2)∩Fver(p)
is well defined. Note that hfNm1,m2 is just the identity map, independently of the points
m1,m2.
We recall also the notion of holonomy. For p, q ∈ M with q ∈ W ssfN (p) define H
s,fN
p,q :
W cfN (p) −→W cfN (q), the stable holonomy between p and q, by
Hs,fNp,q (w) = W
ss
fN
(w) ∩W cfN (q), for w ∈W cfN (p).
It is easy to see that this is a well defined map. Analogously we define Hs,gp,q for g close to
fN . Similarly, we define the unstable holonomy map H
u,g
p,q using Fuug instead of Fssg .
Let R > 0 be the constant given by lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.4. For every ε > 0, there exists N0 := N0(ε) with the following property: for N ≥
N0 there exists a C
1-neighborhood UN of fN such that if g ∈ UN , p ∈ T4 and q ∈W ssg (p;R)
then dC0(h
g
p,q, H
s,g
p,q ) < ε. Analogous result holds for the unstable holonomy.
Proof. Fix ε > 0. Let us first prove that the conclusion holds for fN , for N large. Using the
coordinate system we defined in (3), we consider the constant vector field Xs = {0} × es,
where es is the unitary vector that generates the stable direction for the linear Anosov A
chosen at the beginning. Let {Xst }t be the flow generated by Xs. As mentioned, since
the system is a skew product, any stable manifold of fN projects to a stable manifold of
A. In particular, for p ∈ T4 and q ∈ W ssfN (p;R) there exists an unique number T (q) ∈ R
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such that XsT (q)(.) is a diffeomorphism between W
c
fN
(p) and W cfN (q). It is easy to see that
hfNp,q(m) = XsT (q) for m ∈W cfN (p).
By lemma 2.7, after fixing α  εR , for N large enough EssfN belongs to the cone of
size α around the direction {0} × EsA. This implies that for any point m ∈ T4, the
Hausdorff distance between the strong stable manifold W ssfN (m;R) and the piece of X
s-orbit
Xs[−R,R](m) is less than ε. By the definition of H
s,fN
p,q , we conclude that dC0(h
fN
p,q , H
s,fN
p,q ) < ε.
Since the center leaves and compact parts of strong stable leaves vary C1-continuously
with the choice of a diffeomorphism g in a neighborhood of fN , we conclude that for any
g sufficiently C1-close to fN , p ∈ T4 and q ∈W ssg (p;R) we have dC0(hgp,q, Hs,gp,q ) < ε.
Proof of the Main Theorem. Fix ε > 0 small and let N be large enough with corresponding
neighborhood UN small enough such that the conclusions of proposition 3.3 and lemmas
3.2 and 3.4 hold. Fix g ∈ UN and let U, V ⊂ T4 be any two open sets.
Figure 1: Intersection between Hs,gqn,zn(γ
−
n ) and H
u,g
pu,zn(γ
+
n′u
)
By proposition 3.3 applied to U for the future and V for the past, we obtain two
numbers n′u, n′s ≥ 0 that verify the conclusion of the proposition. For n ≥ n′s consider the
curve γ−n ⊂ W cg (qn) ∩ g−n(V ) that is almost vertical, and γ+n′u ⊂ W
c
g (pu) ∩ gn
′
u(U) be the
almost horizontal curve given by the proposition.
Applying lemma 3.2 we deduce the existence of a point zn ∈ T4 such that W csg (qn;R)∩
W cug (pu;R) = W
c
g (zn). Observe that the image of h
g
qn,zn(γ
−
n ) is a curve C
0-close to a
vertical curve of length 4pi. By lemma 3.4, the curve Hs,gqn,zn(γ
−
n ) is also C
0-close to a
vertical curve of length 4pi. Similarly, Hu,gpu,zn(γ
+
n′u
) is a curve C0-close to a horizontal curve
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of length 4pi. Therefore, the curves Hs,gqn,zn(γ
−
n ) and H
u,g
pu,zn(γ
+
n′u
) must intersect at some
point mn ∈W cg (zn) (see figure 1).
By proposition 3.3, the point mn belongs to g
n′u(U)∩g−n(V ). In particular, gn′u+n(U)∩
V 6= ∅. Hence, for any n ≥ n′u + n′s we have that gn(U) ∩ V 6= ∅ and g is topologically
mixing. This concludes the proof of the Main Theorem.
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